
 
 
 
 
Note: This posting was written the day before the shootings. We’ll discuss them and their 
aftermath in a future posting. Who knows how many more shootings will happen this week? 
 
August 5, 2019 
 
Random 
 
No particular theme to this posting. It’s August. It’s hot, muggy, and evenings on the porch are 
watching Nighthawks dive into mosquito swarms by the river.  We need more bats. 
 
Ladies, and this includes the very young ladies, let’s set out some clear rules for the road.  No 
man, no male, no one is entitled to abuse you. You didn’t “ask” for it by the way you dress, 
where you work, how you walk, how you talk, who you hang out with.  You don’t have to police 
every aspect of your life to make sure you’re ‘not giving the wrong signal’ to anyone.  Anyone 
tells you you’re ‘signaling’, tell them to BACK OFF.   
 
Gentleman, and this includes the very YOUNG gentlemen out there: You are not entitled to any 
girl or woman’s attention or affection just because: She’s standing near you, sitting near you, 
knows someone you know, fell asleep or passed out at a party because she was tired, drank too 
much, or was drugged.  
 
She doesn’t owe you anything. She doesn’t have to accept a date with you just because;  

 
She’s not married 
She’s not going steady with anyone 
Her boyfriend is out of town 
She’s your co-worker 
She’s a classmate 
You like her 
You want her 
You feel entitled.  
She ‘has a reputation’. Chances are, that reputation was created by a guy she turned 
down and he can’t admit he struck out.  

 
You aren’t entitled to sex with anyone just because: 
 

You went on a date 
Spent coin on a movie, concert or hamburger (I don’t care how much you spent, not 
entitled, get it?) 
 

Parents: Raise your children to be respectful of themselves and others.  
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Especially, raise your sons to not be rapists. Raping does not make them “Real Men”, it 
makes them rapists.  Rapists lack self-esteem and that creates every personality defect 
they can exhibit under that defect: Bullying, lying, inability to care for others, including 
their own families who become mere props in their image, without any real bonding.  
Look at Jeffrey Epstein. Supposedly untouchable for his crimes of money laundering, 
child rape, child trafficking. But his victims kept standing up to him, even with the 
system wouldn’t listen. Even when the system was stacked against them because he 
was so ‘connected’ to other powerful men in governments all over the world, and in 
businesses and especially in money laundering banks. There’s Deutsche Bank again! 
 
But Mr. All Powerful Untouchable is nothing. He’s weak and he’s scared. He’s scared of 
his victims telling on him and even more scared that they are believed.  The Truth brings 
down those who built their power on abuse.  
 
I especially like the desperation in everyone that knew him, did business with him, and 
who were raping little girls (and boys?) along with him. They thought they’d never get 
caught. They thought their status as Big Man would protect them.  
 
If you want. Laughs on this, read up on Alan Dershowitz’s claims of Innocence because 
he never indulged… okay, so he ‘got a massage once… but it was from a fat, middle-aged 
Russian woman (because sure, Epstein was very fond of old, fat, Russian women?)…. 
And maybe he got a massage by one of the younger girls… but he kept his underwear 
on..” And down it goes from there to where he is now trying to say that if a girl is old 
enough to have her periods, she’s old enough to be his sexual partner… and it’s not 
“rape” if she didn’t fight back…” He won’t shut up.  
 
The Truth never changes. Lies get weaker and weaker. Seeing the Truth changes these 
Big Bad Powerful Men into simpering, trembling slugs in fetal curl on the floor. That’s 
what they always were. Take away the lie, nothing is left but the Truth.  
 

I know that was really generalized, but it’s a basic framework to go on.   
 
Men have been running things for too long and making a massive mess of it all.  Women have 
had to comply with rules that govern every aspect of their life from their appearance to 
healthcare, to mannerisms, and hairstyles.   
 
Men have been assumed capable and competent and entitled while women have to prove their 
perfection daily.  The anger has built up and we’ve hit the tipping point for Civilization.  
 
Now Do Race 
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No one deserves credit for being born Rich, White, Tall. Get that? You had nothing to do with 
whom your parents are, what your genetics are. That was given by nature. It doesn’t make you 
smarter, wiser, funnier, stronger, and it doesn’t make you entitled.  
 
Your religion doesn’t make you better than anyone, anywhere, for any reason.  You do not get 
to rule over others based on your race, religion, gender, wealth etc.  
 
It’s now becoming apparent to educators that the curriculum in our schools, from pre-K on up, 
is out of balance to the extreme of promoting the White Centric view of everything.  Especially 
of History.  
 
Is now a good time to mention that Jesus wasn’t White? Look where he was born, folks. He was 
a dark-skinned Jew.  Those paintings in your Sunday School books, those statues you pray to? 
All of them are wrong. It was a basic way of planting in your subconscious the notion that all 
greatness comes from Whiteness. It does not. It never has.  
 
Hate is more than fashionable right now, it’s becoming an epidemic driven by stupidity. The 
stupidity is spread by the well of ignorance we are taught to drink from: The curriculum in 
schools is White Centric. The newscasters on TV are overwhelmingly White despite there being 
over 50% “Other” races in our society.  
 
We can’t even see what’s wrong because it’s not presented to us until social media (its own 9 
circles of Hell) brings us podcasts and events that put information out there without the White 
Centric filter of TV, Newspapers or Hate Radio.  Trouble is, most lack the education of Critical 
Thinking to sort their ways through the maze of social media, which can, if you pursue your 
biases (as most of us will) only reinforce whatever beliefs you already have.  
 
TV used to have to be honest. But those laws were done away with during Reagan, Bush 1 and 
Bush the Lesser.  But people are still trained that by reflex, if it’s shown or said on TV, it must be 
True, or ok to use (See Lawsuits on Round-up, Just For Men, etc., and know where advertising 
has killed you, cost our country billions, made a few corporate types veddy, veddy rich.).  
 
The same with the Internet. “I saw it somewhere on the internet, so it must be true.” Is both a 
joke and a sad truth in itself. Discussions become arguments because either both are wrong and 
neither wants to change their position, or one is factual and the other digs in and refuses to 
consider new information because somehow, admitting you were wrong, or misled, makes you 
feel more foolish than maintaining a level of belief in a disproven pile of ignorance.  Balled up 
fists, squinty eyes, nothing will be accomplished here.  
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Men have been running the world by brute force, and it’s ruining what would otherwise be a 
paradise for all of us. Greed has become a force that makes it ok to drive us apart from one 
another, so the greedy are never held accountable.  
 
Farmers who voted for Trump are losing their shit because of his reckless tariffs and general 
ignorance on policies and trade. But they think he’s going to ‘make it up to them’ by giving 
them a hand-out to ‘make up for it’. (That’s already a pattern of abuse: Abuse, hurt, buy 
flowers, stay together. Abuse again, hurt again…flowers).  
 
They think they’ll be paid for their losses. They won’t. Most of that money is going to the very 
wealthiest corporate farmers, and to foreign farm owners who literally have lost nothing. They 
get the big payouts.  
 
You little guys with your MAGA Hats will be lucky if you get $20K. You’ll be mad, but you don’t 
want to look like a fool, so you’ll find a way to blame Democrats for the damage done by the 
Republicans. It’s been a pattern for 60 years.  
 
Democrats always lower the Debt and Deficit, invest more in schools, infrastructure, social 
programs that keep our economy and our society above the waterline.  Republicans come in 
and point to the Debt/Deficit as if it is too high (even though it is lower than under Republican 
Administrations) get you to yell and shout (because you were never taught basic economics) 
and they throw the stupidest arguments out there as bumper stickers, slogans:  
 

“If I have to balance my household budget, you should have to balance the government 
budget!” and … 
 
“I ran a successful business and became a billionaire, so I can run this country and make 
it rich!”   
 

Utter bullshit. For one: Your household budget doesn’t have to factor in taking care of every 
household in the country, providing education, healthcare and police, fire services for an entire 
community as well as budgeting for hurricanes, wildfires, wars etc. Your budget is not 
connected to the economies of every community as well as every nation you do business with.  
 
Second Bullshit: Business are run differently than households. Most of these ‘self-made’ 
billionaires are nothing of the sort. They either inherited their money, ripped people off 
(bankrupted vendors), and most of them depended on government hand outs to off set their 
losses or to boost their holdings.  
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Big Pharma and Big Oil are among the biggest Corporate Welfare recipients in the country. They 
literally take billions from our taxes, and pay little or no taxes of their own. What they get are 
‘grants’. Billions.  
 
Big Pharma literally uses our education and our prison systems to create and test drugs.  Our 
universities do the research, Big Pharma says ‘we’ll take that, and here’s a million dollars for a 
new lab’ while they then make billions and billions off of that research.  Most drugs are tested 
on prisoners and college students. They sign away their rights to sue for adverse effects.  No 
risks taken by Pharma. Prisoners often aren’t even aware they are part of the experiments. 
They have even fewer rights to object without retaliation, and no rights to sue.  
 
But the farmers who get ripped off will find a way to not look foolish, by misdirecting their 
anger at the Democrats. Go to a Hate Fest Rally near you. It’s mostly White and it’s mostly 
really stupid people—except those exploiting the anger.  Boy oh boy, are some people too easy! 
 
Remedy 
 
Now, go do some research outside of the limited White Centric Curriculum used to dumb you 
down. Look at the real foundings of this nation: Lands stolen, Treaties broken, People 
kidnapped and dragged over here in chains, in the bottoms of boats.   
 
Look at who the real heroes are: Those who fought injustice. Those who made our greatest 
accomplishments possible. They were women. They were People of Color. And they have been 
excluded from our learning. Why? Would those White Male Heroes that were so often wrongly 
credited with their work, look less heroic if we realized that “you know what? Everyone has 
made a contribution to what we have now”?  And what will happen when we realize how much 
we have been lied to, misled and steered away from basic factual truths?  
 
We will be angry for sure because we’ll realize how much it has held us back as a nation; how 
weak it has made us as a fractured society; how much it has robbed us all of our Peace and 
Justice. We will feel foolish for not realizing it sooner.  
 
But who will we be angry at? Those who misled us and kept us divided in ignorance to exploit 
us, take our resources for their own greed? Or will we find someone that is a different race, 
gender, religion and just take it out on them?  
 
We’ve been misled by churches, schools, and corporate media. Now, it is the Republican Party 
that is doubling down on all things wrong, and rage. The world looks at us as if we have lost our 
minds.  
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We make choices based on our beliefs. When our beliefs are based on lies, we make all the 
wrong choices and can’t understand why things only get worse.  We can change that. Or we can 
remain foolish.  
 
I say, we have never really had our own minds. But it is about time we did.  Anyone that divides 
us on race, ethnicity, religion, gender etc., is poisoning us to keep us fractured and weak. We 
are either going to break apart into helpless fragments of rage, or we are going to start to come 
together as equals, and demand justice, equality, equity and realize that it will take time to 
undo what has been done, but that it will make all of us better, healthier, happier and less 
susceptible to the raging stupidity that now floods media as if stupidity and hate are 
themselves, ‘entertaining’.   
 
You know where to find me.  
 
~Cat 


